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By making use of a distributed file system, users of physically distributed com-
puters are allowed to share data and storage resources. This paper compares
three distributed filesystems: the Sun NFS filesystem, Samba and OpenAFS.
The emphasis of the comparison is on the functionality, management and
performance of these three file systems in a heterogenous network. The io-
zone filesystem benchmark tool was used to gathered information about how
well these filesystems performs read/write operations, in order to numerically
characterize the performance. Analyzing and properly understanding the data
gathered from the measurements, reveals that Samba and NFS perform almost
equally on windows machines equipped with different Operating Systems and
hardware. On a client running SuSE9.1 NFS has the best performance for
both read and write operations. OpenAFS had the lowest performance on
windows machines and on the client running it performed as well as Samba.
The paper concludes with a recommendation for which distributed filesystem
best suits which computing environment.
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Distributed systems keep growing in scale and importance and thus sharing
of data in these systems is getting more and more pervasive. Sometimes users
are forced to physically move around in a network and being able to access
their data from anywhere is important. The ease of data sharing enhances the
value of distributed systems to its users.
This paper compares three distributed file systems under different Operating
Systems. NFS (Network File System) was first introduced in 1985 by Sun Mi-
crosystems. It is the most commercially successful and widely available remote
filesystem protocol[29] today. It uses Remote Procedure Call (RPC) method
for communication between computers. AFS (Andrew File System) is a file
system originally developed at CMU (Carnegie Mellon University) , and de-
veloped as a commercial product by the Transarc Corporation, which in 1998
become fully-owned subsidiary of IBM. IBM made a copy of the source avail-
able for the development and maintenance community, a release they called
OpenAFS. Samba, an open source project from the Samba Team that extends
CIFS protocol, allows Windows clients to connect to servers running Linux
and other operating systems for file-sharing, printing, and user authentication.
These three distributed filesystems share enough features that a comparison is
interesting. Even though there are differences in their implementation, they all
have the same concept. They provide access and location transparency to the
end users. By location and access transparency is meant that users regardless
of which machine on the network they log on, have the ability to access and
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view their files in exactly the same way.
The emphasis of the comparison is on the functionality, management and per-
formance in a heterogenous network. The IOzone filesystem benchmark tool
was used to gathered information about how well they perform read/write
operations, in order to numerically characterize their performance. The mea-
surements were made on 7 computers running different OS and equipped with
different hardware. Three of the workstations worked as file servers, and the
rest served as clients. One of the clients was a linux workstation and the other
three were windows machines. The performance results are presented in two
groups.
The first group parallels the analysis of each distributed filesystem on each
client. The bottom lines are that NFS’s average read/write performance is
a 100% higher than its average read/write performance on windows clients.
OpenAFS had a better average write performance on the linux client than on
windows clients. Its average read performance was approximately the same on
all clients. Samba’s average write performance was a bit higher on windows
clients than on linux client, for file sizes under 16 Mbytes. beyond this edge
the average write performance was comparably on all clients. Its average read
performance was much higher on one of the windows clients and comparably
on the other clients.
The second group compares the performance of the distributed filesystem with
each other. The bottom lines are that NFS’s read/write performance, on
linux (SuSE9.1) is considerably higher than both OpenAFS and Samba which
performs as well as each other with small variations. On windows clients, NFS
and Samba had similar performance for both read and write operations, and
performance that is much higher than OpenAFS’s performance.
1.1 Motivation
As local networks of workstations are in continuously growth, the need
to share resources, and the management of users and system files becomes
increasingly more important. The most used distributed filesystems, as of
today, are NFS, Samba and OpenAFS. Suppose you want to migrate from
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one filesystem to another or your computer environment has grown to a size
that you consider to start using one of these filesystems. You would like to
have more than just the source code and an administrative overview to go
on before deciding whether to spend time learning and a filesystem or not.
Since there are no available studies that shows how these three filesystems
performs compared to each other, we would like to mape such a performance
comparisons.
1.2 Research goals
The paper’s goal is to create a comparative environment to gather enough
read/write performance statistics based on which a comparison can be drawn
outlining which filesystem performs best under the given conditions (hardware
and operating system).
1.3 Thesis structure
The basic concepts underlying the design of each studied filesystem and
their solutions to different issues that a distributed filesystem may encounter
is presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the performance testing envi-
ronment. Chapter 4 and 5 presents the write and read performance results
respectively. The reader is introduced to the concept of measurement uncer-
tainty explaining why the results can not be seen on as being accurately in
chapter 6. Conclusions and further work are presented in chapter 7 respec-
tively chapter 8.
1.4 Related work
There is very little information available about performance comparisons
of NFS, Samba and OpenAFS. The author is not aware of any kind of studies




This section describes the distributed filesystem concepts and should give
the reader the necessary background information to better understand how
OpenAFS, NFS and Samba implement these concepts. In the last part of the
first section, the reader is briefly introduce to the Kerberos protocol. This is
due to OpenAFS using a similar conception.
A distributed filesystem (DFS) provides a framework in which access to files
is permitted regardless of their location. According to the way the file storage
is managed, there are two DFS concepts:
• server-client : in this model a set of machines, known as servers (a com-
puter or device that manages the network resources), provide storage for
all of the files in the DFS. All other machines, known as clients (PCs on
which users run applications), must direct their file references to these
machines. Servers often run on dedicated machines enabling clients to
be more general and often simpler to install and support.
• peer-to-peer : in this model each machine provides storage on its own
attached disk, and allows others to access it remotely. A participating
machine may act as both a client and a server.
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2.1 Server/client environment
In an server/client environment, clients and servers do not necessarily have
to be different machines (servers may also be clients of the services they pro-
vide). File severs are servers that provide access to centralized data. When
a server delivers data to a client, it has to keep a record that it has done so
in order to prevent a second client, that retrieved the same information, from
editing the data, if another client has already modified the data. Consistency
is known as the process by which the distributed filesystem guarantee that the
copies of the data located on client machines are the same as the data on the file
server. Consistency may be achieved by locking the file on the server whenever
a client requests it. This way of guaranteeing consistency may be seen on as
being quite crude. If,at the same time, the client that requested the data, only
wants to look at the file, while another client actually wants to edit the data,
will lead to a total waste of time for the second client. Distributed filesystems
often makes use of a mechanism called a callback to provide a solution to this
kind of problem. A callback is the process by which a server notifies a client
whenever changes are made to the file that the client has retrieved form the
server, sending a message to the client that it has to re-retrieve the file.
2.1.1 Transparent access to data
Making centralized data available to users without requiring the users to
know whether their files are local or located on a remote file server is referred to
as transparent access to data. In other words, regardless of on which machine
in the computing environment the users will log in, they will see the same view
of the distributed filesystem.
2.1.2 Namespaces
Namespaces are all the lists and directories in a computer environment (e.g.
user accounts, available printers, names of hosts, Ethernet addresses). Every
namespace has attributes for each element (e.g. user accounts have UID, home
directories,owners, and so on).
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2.1.3 Caching
When a client requests a file from the server, it has to have somewhere to
put it, usually a portion of the disk known as a cache. A request first passes
through the cache, and if the data is already there, the application requesting
the file gets a pointer to the data in the cache without requiring any network
traffic. Hence, the speed and efficiency of accessing files is improved, the net-
work traffic is reduced and the server may operate more efficiently. Keeping a
copy of the file in a cache on a client’s local disk is known as caching that file
information. Preserving and reusing cached information when the system is
restarted is known as persistent cache. Thinking that there is a big possibility
that the users of a client would want to work with the same files they worked
with before the system went down, and that the files are still in the cache
and haven’t changed on the file server, persistent cache helps improving the
performance.
Also, the network traffic can be reduced by keeping recently accessed disk
blocks in a cache, since new accesses request to the same data block is han-
dled locally. Thus how effectively data caching is performed, is an important
factor in file system performance and scalability.
Data can be cached either on disk or in main-memory. Disk caches are more
reliable and the cached data kept on disk are still there during recovery and
don’t need to be fetched again. Main-memory caches allow workstations to be
diskless and data can be more quickly accessed.
Read-ahead caching : a larger block of data, than the requested data, is loaded
into the cache when satisfying a request. Hopefully the next request can be
served with the data already in the cache.
Write-behind caching: small writes are sent delayed to servers in the hope
that the client will shortly ask for a new small write, and only a single mes-
sage needs to be sent to the server.
With the use of cache, the cache consistency (changes made by a client to a file
must be made available to another client when the file is read) is introduced.
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Filesystem layout should optimize for disk writes since large caches may avert
most disk reads [14].
2.1.4 Replication
The capability of distributed filesystem to provide online copies (replicas)
of existing portions of the distributed filesystem is known as replication. When
a server fails, replicas are made instantly and transparently available to users
without interrupting their work.
2.1.5 Crash recovery
In a file server environment, if the server goes down, all the application
servers accessing the shared storage are essentially down. If their critical data
is on the shared storage, there is nothing that can be done until the file server
is back on line.
A stateful server is a server that is able to maintain some information about its
clients between servicing their requests. In opposition, when the server does
not maintain any information on a client, we say the server is stateless.
Typically, when clients request a file from a stateful server a connection (ses-
sion) between server and client is established. Before any access to the file is
given to the client, the server fetches information about the file, stores it in its
memory and sends the client a connection identifier. This identifier is unique
to the the client and the file. It is used by the client during all the subsequent
accessing until the session is closed. When the session is closed, the server
reclaims the memory used by its clients that are no longer active.
The difference between a stateful and a stateless server is evident when a crash
occurs during a service activity. When a stateful server is back on-line after
such a crash it needs to restore the session state. In the case of client failure,
the server needs to be notified in order to reclaim the memory space allocated
to record the state of the client. When a stateless server crashes, its clients
keep retransmitting their requests until they get a response.
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2.1.6 Kerberos
Kerberos is network authentication protocol by MIT as a solution to net-
work security problems. With username/password authentication methods the
user is authenticated to each network service. Kerberos on the other hand,
uses a trusted third party, a so called Key Distribution Center (KDC), to
authenticate users to a group of network services. The protocol uses strong
cryptography, based on secret-keys, so that a client can prove its identity to a
server and vice-versa (concept called mutual authentication) across an insecure
network connection.
How Kerberos works
When a user starts the authentication process, its principal (a unique iden-
tity like username) is sent to the KDC in a request for a Ticket-granting Ticket
(TGT) from the Authentication Server (AS). If the AS knows about the prin-
cipal existence, it will generate a random session key for use between the user
and the KDC and a ticket encrypted with a session key known only to the SA
and the KDC. The KDC encrypts this ticket with the user’s private key and
returns it to the user. The private key is derived from the user’s password and
is only known to the user and Kerberos. Now that the user has received the
response, he/she is prompted for its password which is converted to a key that
can decrypt the message sent by Kerberos and the authentication process is
terminated. The TGT usually expires after just a few hours so that a com-
promised TGT is of use to an attacker only for a short period of time.
Note: The standard AFS clients that perform authentication discard the TGT
after they acquire an AFS service ticket. This means that OpenAFS users can’t
get tickets for other services using their AFS token. OpenAFS can be set up
to work with regular Kerberos instead of AFS Kerberos.
2.1.7 Time synchronization
Why would time synchronization between servers and clients be important?
Suppose you as a user would like to update a remote file, but you get an error
message saying that the version of the file on the file server is newer than your
version. But you know that isn’t true. Wouldn’t that be irritating?
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OpenAFS makes use of tickets called tokens that have an default expiration
time of 25 hours. Suppose you have just authenticated yourself for the server,
but half an hour later your tokens expire. You have to re-authenticate your-
self. Or you can’t even authenticate because your machines clock is behind
the servers clock.
NFS does not synchronize time between client and server. In NFS environment
the client has no mechanism for determining what time the server thinks it
is. The consequence (if drifting clocks) is that a client may update a file, and
have the timestamp on the file be either some time in the future or in the past,
from its point of view. With NFSv3 a client a client can specify the time when
updating the file, but the mechanism isn’t widely implemented [23]. And it
does not help when two clients, which clocks differs, are accessing the same file.
Samba offers a functionality called time server, a server that tells its clients
what time it is. OpenAFS offers its own NTP.
NOTE: when installing a file server, you should think about synchronizing the
clocks between the machines participating in your network. Network Time
Protocol (NTP) can be used.
2.2 Sun NFS
The Network File System is a protocol in which a client can send one re-
quest and receive multiple data packets in return from a server. It is based on
Sun’s RPC version 2 protocol. NFSv2, published in 1985, was a 32-bit imple-
mentation of the protocol and used UDP exclusively as its transport mecha-
nism. NFSv3, published in 1994, added TCP to its transport mechanism and
was extended to 64-bit files.The latest version, NFSv4, published in 2000, is
well-suited for complex WAN deployment and fire-walled architectures, has a
stronger security (public and private key) and improved multi-platform sup-
port. It adds persistent, client-side caching and support for ACLs.
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An overview of NFS is presented in [29]. Details of its design and implemen-
tation are presented in [6], and comments of NFS portability are presented in
[5].
2.2.1 Naming and location
Naming is a mapping between physical and logical objects. Users work
with file names representing logical data objects, while the system deals with
physical objects (blocks of data) stored on disk.
NFS makes no distinction between clients and servers. That is, a workstation
may behave as a server, exporting files, and may also behave as a client, re-
questing file access on another workstation. Configuring your network such
that a small number of nodes run as dedicated servers, while the others run
as clients, is a good practice for installation.
Each NFS client sees a Unix file namespace with a private root. The subtrees
that the NFS servers export are bound to this root file system, by using an
extension of the Unix mount mechanism. Since the mounted subtree may be
renamed on the client side, there is no guarantee that the shared namespace
is identical at all workstations. Only previously mounted remote directories
can be accessed transparently .
2.2.2 Caching and replication
NFS clients caches disk blocks in the main memory (I/O buffer cache).
Therefore, even if present, local disks are not used for caching. NFS uses a
data caching scheme that relies on polling by the client. At the same time as
a client caches a file, a timestamp is cached. This timestamp indicates the
time when the file was last modified. This is used in validating the data before
it is cached, always performed when a file is opened. When a file is opened,
a cache validation check is performed on its parent directory as well. If the
cached timestamp coincides with the timestamp on the server, the client pulls
the data. If they don’t coincide, and the server’s timestamp is more recent, the
client machine invalidates the cached data and reattaches them on demand.
When data is placed into the cache, it is considered valid for a short length
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of time. During this time period the client will use the cached data without
verifying its modification time with the server. Directory caching for reading
is performed in a similar way as file caching, but modification to them are
performed directly on the server. File and directories don’t have the same
revalidation intervals. The techniques used between the server and the client
may be either read-ahead or delayed-write[25].
To shorten windows of time in which inconsistent data could return from the
cache, NFS uses a flush-on-close policy. When a file is closed, all partially filled
NFS buffers are written to the NFS server. The problem is when another clint
opens the file before the first one has closed it. To prevent this from happening
the file locking mechanism is used.
Replication is supported by newer versions of NFS through a mechanism called
Automounter [23, 31]. By using Automounter mount points may be specified
as a set of file servers rather than a single server. Automounter will then make
use of the most responsive server to first use. That is the server that first
respond when a client requests a mount point. A set of volumes (a volume can
be one or more subdirectories of an exported filesystem) may also be defined
to use in series: when/if one volume fails to mount, Automount tries the next
one in the list until one succeeds.
2.2.3 Crash recovery
NFS is a stateless protocol. Hence, the server does not need to keep infor-
mation about which clients it is serving or which files the clients have open.
A benefit of this approach is that there is no need to do state recovery after
a server or client has crashed and rebooted, making the NFS crash recovery
simple and normally transparent to the user program. When a server crashes,
the client re-sends the requests until a response is received (data will never be
lost due to a server crash) and the server does no crash recovery at all. Since
file operation requests are retransmitted several times without getting any re-
sponse, these operations should and are idempotent. An idempotent operation
has the same effect and returns the same output if executed consecutively[3].
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Whenever an NFS client opens a file it will receive file handles (data structures
that identifies the association between servers and their files) from a server.
In this way an NFS server that becomes available after a crash, will be able
to recognize which file the modified data belongs to. When a client crashes no
recovery is necessary for either the server or the client.
2.2.4 Security
The mechanism used by NFS when performing access checks is based on
the underlying Unix file protection. Each RPC request from a client sends the
user’s identity along with the request. The server assumes the identity, and
each file access while servicing the request is handled as if the user had logged
in directly to the server.
In the earlier versions of NFS, mutual trust was assumed between all partici-
pating machines. The client machine determined the user’s identity which was
accepted, without further validation, by a server. Requests made on behalf
of root were treated by the server as if they come from a non-existent user,
nobody. Hence, root received the lowest privileges for remote files.
With more recent version of NFS higher level of security was introduced. To
validate RPC requests, DES-based mutual authentication was used. The com-
mon DES key needed for mutual authentication is obtained from information
stored in a publicly readable database which stores a pair of keys, suitable
for public key encryption, for each user and server. One key of the pair is
stored in clear, is stored encrypted with the login passwd of the user. Any two
entities registered in the database can deduce a unique DES key for mutual
authentication. The mechanism is described in [7, 8].
2.2.5 System management
The system management in NFS may be achieved either with Yellow Pages
(YP) or Automounter. If one does not know exactly what one is looking for,
but needs a list of possible categories to match, such as in browsing for users
or services, then the service is referred to as Yellow Pages. A number of
UNIX database such as those mapping usernames to passwords, hostnames to
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network addresses, and network services to Internet port numbers are stored
in YP. YP provides a shared repository for system information that changes
relatively infrequently and that does not require simultaneous updates at all
replication sites.
Automounter is another mechanism simplifying system management. It allows
a client to evaluate NFS mount points, thus avoiding the need to mount all
remote files of interest when the client is initialized. Automounter can be used
in conjunction with YP to substantially simplify the administrative overheads
of server reconfiguration.
2.3 OpenAFS
OpenAFS is an open source implementation of the Andrew file system, a
distributed filesystem that enables cooperating hosts (clients and servers) to
efficiently share filesystem resources across both local area and wide area net-
works [1].
Some distributed filesystems provide consistency at a cost to performance.
Other distributed filesystems provide good performance, but with weak con-
sistency guarantees. The Andrew filesystem attempts to provide good perfor-
mance as well as consistency guarantess[19].
A high-level overview of AFS is described in [12]. Details of its architecture
and design are described in [19, 20, 17, 18].
2.3.1 Naming and location
The Andrew file system’s namespace consists of a shared and a local name
space. The shared name space is identical on all workstations, thus providing
location transparent. The local name space contains only temporary files or
files needed for workstation initialization and is unique on each workstation.
The shared name space hosts users files giving users a consistent image when
they move from one workstation to another.
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As in UNIX, both name spaces are hierarchically structured. The shared name
space is divided into subtrees, and each of such subtree is assigned to a single
server, called its custodian. Each server maintains a copy of a fully replicated
location database that maps files to custodians.
2.3.2 Caching and replication
Files in the shared name space are cached in fragments on the local disk
at the client and by using callbacks cache consistency is maintained. A cache
manager runs on each workstation. The cache manager maintains information
about the identities of the users logged into the machine, finds and requests
data on their behalf, keeps copies of accessed files on local disk, and uses
the ordinary UNIX block cache to keep frequently used data blocks in main
memory[17]. When a file is opened, the cache manager checks the cache for
the presence of a valid copy. If such a copy exist, the open request is treated as
a local file open. Otherwise an up-to-date copy is fetched from the custodian.
Read and write operations on an open file are directed to the cached data. If
a cached data is modified, it is copied back to the custodian when the file is
closed.
Rather than requiring periodic verification of a files consistency as NFS does,
AFS reduces server load by using callbacks: the server maintains a list of all
cached copies of each data file and notifies clients when another client modi-
fies the file. The client fetches the new data from the server the next time it
opens the file. AFS clients send all modified data to the server when a file is
closed, guaranteeing that the server has the most current version of the data
and allowing the server to know when to invalidate the other cached copies.
The use of callbacks, rather than checking with the custodian on each open,
substantially reduces client-server interactions.
Clients also cache directory information in write through directory caches. All
modifications to directories are sent immediately to the server, which main-
tains callbacks to keep cached copies of directory information consistent.
Read-only replication of data that is frequently read but rarely modified is
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done to enhance availability. Subtrees that contain such data may have read-
only replicas at multiple servers, thus the server load is evenly distributed.
Lock and unlock operations on files are performed directly on its custodian.
If a client does not release a lock within 30 min., it is timed out by the server.
2.3.3 Crash recovery
The AFS cache manager will fail over to another server if the primary server
fails. Client cleanup is addressed by the time-outs on the server callback reg-
istration. The server can delay service after booting for this period of time
and know that clients do not expect any call backs. If the server were to crash
during a write operation, the client would get an error.
Obviously, an AFS server is not stateless. An AFS server is forced to keep track
of its outstanding promises so that callbacks can be revoked when necessary.
To avoid becoming overwhelmed by callback management, an AFS server at-
taches an expiry to each callback promise. Furthermore, an AFS server is free
to revoke callback promises with abandon, should the overhead of maintaining
a large amount of state information become overwhelming. Crash recovery
is complicated by the AFS server’s cache invalidation mechanisms. When an
AFS server restarts, it has no record of the callback promises it made before
the crash.
If a fileserver crashes, the client’s locally cached file copies remain readable
but updates to cached files fail while the server is down.
Also, if the AFS configuration has included replicated read-only volumes then
alternate fileservers can satisfy requests for files from those volumes.
2.3.4 Security
The design of Andrew file system attaches importance to security. The
servers do not trust neither the network nor the workstations.
AFS uses an access list mechanism (applied to folders rather than files) for
protection. The total rights specified for a user are the union of all the rights
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collectively specified for him and for all the groups he belongs to. An access
list can specify negative rights: denial of given rights. Negative rights are in-
tended primarily as a way of rapidly and selectively revoking access to critical
files and directories.
AFS establishes user’s identity through a trusted third party by using some-
thing similar to Kerberos authentication (the kdc server is called kaserver). In
the process, passwords do not travel over the network. During the process the
user have to prove that he/she knows the password by being able to decrypt
encrypted messages with the key derived from the password. Mutual authen-
tication is ensured by a Kerberos server ticket: The user presenting the key
can safely be assumed by the file server to be a legitimate user, and the user
can safely assume that the server is genuine. A ticket with a limited lifetime
accompanies each session and time stamps based on randomly generated ses-
sion key are used by the protocol. Thus replay attacks are very difficult.
NFS operates ”on top of” local filesystems; in other words it moves the data
between machines but has nothing to do with how it is stored on the fileserver.
On the other hand, AFS volumes are specially formatted for AFS, and are
accessible only through AFS, even locally. Thus an organization deploying
AFS has to trust it from the beginning, and has to make an instantaneous
transition from no AFS to all AFS, referring to access to the volumes being
converted.
2.3.5 System management
The operational mechanisms of AFS are built around a data structuring
primitive called a volume[21]. A set of files forming a partial subtree of the
server name space defines a volume. There is usually one volume per user and
disk storage quotas are applied on a per-volume basis. A read-only replica of
a volume can be created by a clone operation. Such replicas can be used to
improve availability and performance.
Volumes also form the basis of the backup and the restoration mechanism.
To backup a volume a frozen snapshots of its files is created by cloning. An
asynchronous mechanism then transfers this clone to a staging machine from
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where it is dumped to tape. To handle the common case of accidental deletion
by users, the cloned backup volume of each user’s files is made available as a
read-only subtree.
A standardized set of protocols and naming convention[9] that a cooperative
group of cells adhere to, provide the image of a single name space. This
mechanism addresses key issues like cross-cell authentication and translation
of users identities in different administrative domains.
2.4 Samba
Samba is a suite of Unix applications that speak the SMB (Server Message
Block) protocol. It is an open source CIFS Server implementation which has
grown to include tools, utilities and even ftp like clients started in 1991 by Dr.
Andrew Tridgell. It consists of two key programs: smbd and nmbd. Their job
is to implement the four basic modern-day CIFS services, which are: file &
print services, authentication and authorization, name resolution and service
announcement also called browsing. File and print services are, of course, the
cornerstone of the CIFS suite. These are provided by smbd, the SMB Daemon.
Microsoft DFS technology has been implemented in Samba. It allows data to
be accessed from a single share and to be distributed across multiple servers.
The package has to be configured with the –with-msdfs option. The Windows
clients need no additional software to interface with.
2.4.1 Naming and location
The name resolution and browsing, are handled by nmbd. These two ser-
vices basically involve the management and distribution of lists of NetBIOS
names.
Name resolution takes two forms: broadcast and point-to-point. A machine
may use either or both of these methods, depending upon its configuration.
Broadcast resolution is the closest to the original NetBIOS mechanism. Basi-
cally, a client looking for a given service will broadcast the request and wait
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for a response. This can generate a bit of broadcast traffic (a lot of shouting
in the streets), but it is restricted to the local LAN so it doesn’t cause too
much trouble.
CIFS, thus Samba, supports mounting multiple servers and disk volumes to
subtrees in clients directory hierarchy to appear as if residing on the same
server and volume. This is done in a very similar fashion with the way AFS
mount remote servers. Changes in the physical location of the data caused
by server reconfiguration are made transparent to the client (as long as their
names remain consistent).
2.4.2 Caching and replication
Samba supports both read-ahead and write behind caches. Applications can
register with the server to be notified whenever a file or directory is changed.
Such updates help to avoid the problem of clients having to constantly poll
the server in case they need consistent information.
File locking in samba may be controlled through several smb.conf parameters:
• blocking locks: when a client repeatedly requests a file lock, the server
will notify the client when it becomes possible to grant the requested
lock.
• oplocks: enables the client to cache file accesses, thus network perfor-
mance can be improved.
• kernel oplocks: enables server side programs to break a Samba oplock.
The result is improved data consistency when files are accessed both via
Samba and via local processes or an NFS server. Unfortunately, not
all Linux-like systems support this feature; only Linux 2.4.x and later
kernels and IRIX.
• level2 oplocks: enables Samba to downgrade an oplock from read/write
to read-only status when a second client accesses a file, rather then re-
voking an oplock entirely. Thus, improved performance.
By using rsync (replacement for rcp that has many more features)[22] data
can be replicated across the network. This works bet for read-only data, but
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with careful planning can be implemented so that modified files get replicated
back to the origin point.
rsync uses the ”rsync algorithm” which provides a very fast method for bring-
ing remote files into sync. It does this by sending just the differences in the
files across the link, without requiring that both sets of files are present at one
of the ends of the link beforehand. At first glance this may seem impossible
because the calculation of diffs between two files normally requires local access
to both files. So how is it possible?
The rsync algorithm takes advantage of the old file. Usually with big files there
are only small changes that needs to be updated. Thus the old file will already
contain most of the data. Suppose you have two clients that have access to
a file A and respectively B, where A and B are ”similar”. The second client
splits the B file into non-overlapping fixed size blocks of data. Than for each
block two checksums are calculated and sent to the first client. The first client
parses the A file to find the blocks that have the same two checksums. For
each founded block, the first client sends back to the second client, a reference
to a block in B. The rest of the data, that did not match any of the blocks, is
literally sent over the link to the second client. Based on this information, the
second client is able to reconstruct the file. A much more detailed description
of the rsync algorithm is given in [15]
2.4.3 Crash recovery
Just like AFS and unlike NFS, Samba (CIFS) is a stateful file sharing
protocol. Instead of simply processing requests as they come along, CIFS
servers keep track of the state of each client.
2.4.4 Security
Samba’s built in IP address restrictions may be used with different param-
eters in order to deny given IP addresses to connect to the server:
• interfaces: using this parameter you can tell Samba to only listen to
particular network interfaces
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• bind interfaces only: has to be used in conjunction with the interfaces
parameter. By setting its value to Yes access to the interfaces specified
via the interfaces parameter is restricted. The nmbd server rejects access
attempts based on the client’s IP address.
• hosts allow: defines IP addresses of computers that may access the shared
data on server
• hosts deny: defines IP address of computer that may NOT access the
shared data on server.
The usual way of operation for SMB/CIFS, and thus for Samba, is to pass
all the passwords over the network unencrypted. There are solutions available
for encrypting Samba traffic[24]. Details about these solutions are beyond the
scope of this paper.
The smbd daemon handles ”share mode” and ”user mode” authentication and
authorization. That is, you can protect shared file and print services by requir-
ing passwords. In share mode, the simplest and least recommended scheme,
a password can be assigned to a shared directory or printer (simply called a
”share”). This single password is then given to everyone who is allowed to use
the share. With user mode authentication, each user has their own username
and password and the System Administrator can grant or deny access on an
individual basis. Linux and Samba passwords are kept in sync via the passwd
and smbpasswd comands. User level offers a convenient way of maintaining
and modifying a list of trusted clients without having to reassign a password
to a resource each time this list has to change.
2.4.5 System management
Samba includes a management tool called the Samba Web Administration
Tool (SWAT). SWAT uses integral samba components to locate parameters
supported by the particular version of Samba. It stores the parameter set-
tings, so when SWAT writes the smb.conf file to disk, it will write only those
parameters that are different from the default settings. The result is that all
comments, as well as parameters that are no longer supported, will be lost
from the smb.conf file. Additionally, the parameters will be written back in
internal ordering.
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The Password Change page is a popular tool that allows the creation, deletion,
deactivation, and reactivation of MS Windows networking users on the local
machine. Alternately, you can use this tool to change a local password for a
user account.
When logged in as a non-root account, the user will have to provide the old
password as well as the new password (twice). When logged in as root, only




When comparing distributed filesystems, performance is a significant issue.
Suppose you want to extend your company and it’s time for you to start
thinking about a distributed filesystem to use. Or you want to migrate from
one filesystem to another. But you would like to have more than just source
code and an administrative overview to go on before deciding whether to spend
time deploying and learning a filesystem or not; whether spending the time
to develop a feel for its performance is worthy or not. This chapter provides
empirical data to help decide which filesystem best suits your needs in your
computing environment.
3.1 The testing environment
All the servers have the same capabilities:
• CPU type: AMD Athlon(tm) Xp; CPU Speed: 1667 MHz; RAM: 512
MB; OS: SuSE9.1; SWAP space: 1GB; OpenAFS software: openafs-
server-1.3.78; Samba software: NFS: NFS version 3.
Linux client :
• CPU type: AMD Sempron(tm) Xp; CPU Speed: 1000 MHz; RAM: 256
MB; OS: SuSE9.1; SWAP space: 1GB; OpenAFS software: openafs-
1.3.78; Samba software: NFS: NFS version 3.
client1:
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• Machine Type: Acer Ferrari 3000 Series laptop; CPU type: mobile
Athlon(tm) Xp; CPU Speed: 2500+; RAM: 512 MB; OS: Windows XP
Professional Service Pack 1; OpenAFS software: OpenAFSforWindows-
1-3-8400; Samba software: none; NFS software: Microsoft Services for
UNIX 3.5 - Client for NFS
Old client:
• Machine type: CINET notebook; CPU type: Pentium 3; CPU Speed:
1000 MHz; RAM: 128 MB; OS: Windows 2000 Professional Service Pack
4; OpenAFS software: OpenAFSforWindows-1-3-8400; Samba software:
none; NFS software: Microsoft Services for UNIX 3.5 - Client for NFS
Client2:
• CPU type: AMD Athlon(tm) Xp; CPU Speed: 1000 MHz; RAM: 512
MB;Windows XP professional Service Pack 1; OpenAFS software: OpenAFSforWindows-
1-3-8400; Samba software: none; NFS software: Microsoft Services for
UNIX 3.5 - Client for NFS
The network diagram in fig3.1 shows how the devices are connected through
a Gigabit Ethernet network.
Figure 3.1:Network map
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As we’ve seen the clients, running different OSs, are equipped with different
hardware. The servers are equipped with exactly same hardware and are
running the same OS. This had to be a requirement in order to be able to
compare the filesystems performance behavior.
Note: different workstations with different hardware and OSs behave different.
The scope of having clients equipped with different hardware and OSs is to
see how these three filesystems performs under different circumstances.
3.2 Data gathering technique
This section discusses some of the available filesystem benchmark tools,
which of them was used in collecting the raw performance data and why, and
how the experiment was set up.
A benchmark is specially designed program to provide measurements of a
particular OS or application.
Available filesystem benchmark tools
Bonnie benchmark measures the performance of hardware and Unix file sys-
tem trying at the same time to identify performance bottlenecks. It performs
sequential output, input and random seeks, on a file of known size.
IOzone benchmark is another tool for measuring a file system’s performance
by generating several file operations (e.g. read/re-read, write/re-write and so
on). The benchmark has been ported to many OS.
The Postmark benchmark is an interactive tool designed to measure perfor-
mance of a distributed filesystem. The benchmark creates a specified number
of files of random sizes and afterwards it performs a specified number of trans-
action on these files. Each transaction consists of sub-transactions that either
create, delete, read from or append to files.
With the thought of increasing the accurately of the performance tests val-
ues the paper used IOzone benchmark to collect the performance data, even
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though the intensive read/write tests of filesystem performance in the Bonnie
and IOzone aren’t particulary relevant for distributed filesystems.
This was due to the Postmark benchmark’s interactive mode making difficult
for the analyst to write a script that could perform several consecutive perfor-
mance tests. Since Bonnie is not ported to other OSs using it could not be an
option.
Note: the chance to get a more accurately true performance value increases
with increased number of repeated tests.
Performance tests set up
IOzone performs many I/O performance tests for several operations, but the
paper only takes in consideration the read and write performance. The write
test measured the performance of writing a new file in distributed filesystem
space. The file sizes tested were: 1 MB, 4 MB, 16 MB, 256 MB, 512 MB and
1 GB. Each file was created using a record size (the amount of data written
into a file during a single IO operation) of 4KB. For each file size the standard
test was repeated every 5 minutes several times by using a shell script for
unix client and a batch script for windows clients (see appendix A). The test’s
results were directed to a file which later on was parsed by another shell script
to write the data to a new files on the form X,Y (see appendix A). Such files
are easy to use when creating graphs with xmgrace. The tests were performed
on already mounted points (IOzone has the ability to unmount and remount
the mount points between tests[30]). The clients are equipped with different
hardware and operating system. When these to variables become constant,





The first section of this chapter describes how each filesystem performs on
each client, while the second part focuses on the performance comparison of
OpenAFS, NFS and Samba on each client.
4.1 Filesystems performance description on each
client
This section of the chapter focuses on the write performance describing the
rates at which each distributed filesystem performed on each client. It then
provides graphs showing the results of running the benchmark on each type of
distributed filesystem on the same client. And finally compares and discusses
those results.
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Figure 4.1:OpenAFS average write performance. The graph shows the average
write performance for each file size tested. The overlaid lines reflects the clients.
From figure 4.1 we can see that OpenAFS has the poorest performance on old
client and the best performance on linux client. On each case the performance
up to files of 16MB is decreasing with increased file size. As you can see
on linux client OpenAFS has a considerably decreasing performance, with a
performance on 1MB file twice as higher as the performance on 4MB file, and
almost three times better than the performance on 16 MB file. For files beyond
16MB, the performance increases with increased file size. On acer and client2
OpenAFS has a quite stable performance with a rate between 1000 Kbytes/sec
and 1700 Kbytes/sec, and quite similar to the performance on old client. For
file sizes of 16 MB, OpenAFS reaches the ”same” performance on all windows
clients.
Figure 4.2:NFS average write performance. The graph shows the average write
performance for each file size tested. The overlaid lines reflects the clients.
Figure 4.2 shows that NFS achieves best performance on linux client ; twice
as well as the performance on windows clients for all file size. The average
performance seems to be quite ”constant” an all clients, with not too much
differences on the performance rates on windows clients.
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Figure 4.3:Samba average write performance. The graph shows the average write
performance for each file size tested. The overlaid lines reflects the clients.
The graph given in figure 4.3 shows that samba has the best average per-
formance on client2, and the poorest on the linux client. The average write
performance rate for file sizes beyond 16 MB lies between 2000 Kbytes/sec
and 4000 Kbyes/sec on all clients. The performance on windows clients is
decreasing for file sizes between 1 and 16 MB.
4.2 Performance comparison of OpenAFS, NSF
and Samba on each client
After describing how each filesystem behaves on each client, we should turn
our focus on how they behave for the same file size an the same client.
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Figure 4.4:Write performance. The graph shows the write performance for file of 1
MB on client1. The overlaid lines represents the filesystems.
It is clear from figure 4.4 that Samba, on client1, has the best performance.
Twice as good as NFS and four times better than OpenAFS. But it’s perfor-
mance variations are much higher than both NFS and OpenAFS. OpenAFS
and NFS shows a quite stable performance with smaller variations. For each
file size (and each client), similar graphs are given in appendix B. Basen on
them, we can say that:
• on client1:
– even though samba’s total performance for files of 4 MB is twice
lower than its performance for 1 MB file, it still performs better
than both NFS and OpenAFS.
– for files beyond 4 MB, NFS takes the lead performing better than
both Samba and OpenAFS.
– OpenAFS shows the poorest performance for each file size tested.
• on client2:
– OpenAFS shows the lowest performance for each file size.
– Samba’s shows the same behavior as on client1 for files of 1 MB.
– With not too much rate differences, NFS shows a lower performance
than Samba, except on files of 16 MB, when NFS takes the lead.
• on client3:
– OpenAFS, once again, performs poorest for each file size tested.
– On files of 4 MB, for both NFS and Samba the benchmark tool gives
quite similar rate values. But Samba still has higher variations in
its performance.
– On files beyond 16 MB NFS takes the lead for both performance
and variations in performance.
• on linux client :
– NFS performs better than both Samba and OpenAFS. Its perfor-
mance variations are not too high for neither different file sizes nor
on performance on each file. Hence, it keeps a stable performance.
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– Samba shows the poorest performance for files bellow 16 MB. Be-
yond this edge it performs better than OpenAFS.
4.3 Summery
Data shown in graphs given in section and appendix B reveals several im-
portant differences between these three filesystems. As we’ve seen, both NFS
and Samba performed twice to three times as well as AFS during the writing
test, on windows clients. Their performance rates with file sizes greater than
1MB are almost on the same scale. Best performance for Samba was for the
file sizes of 1 MB. For the file sizes beyond 1 MB, Samba performance drops
considerably. Even though NFS and OpenAFS performance varies, we could
say that both of them do maintain a ”constant” performance for all file sizes.
On the linux client, NFS is the winner. It performs twice as well as AFS
and four times as well as Samba for the file size of 1MB. For file sizes over
1MB, NFS performs three to four times as well as both Samba and OpenAFS.




The first section of this chapter describes how each filesystem performs on
each client, while the second part focuses on the performance comparison of
OpenAFS, NFS and Samba on each client.
5.1 Filesystems performance description on each
client
This section of the chapter focuses on the read performance describing the
rates at which each distributed filesystem performed on each client. It then
provides graphs showing the results of running the benchmark on each type of
distributed filesystem on the same client. And finally compares and discusses
those results.
Note: all the average values used to plot the graphs in both this and next chapter
were calculating using Microsoft Excel. They are to be found in appendix E.
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Figure 5.1:OpenAFS average read performance. The graph shows the average read
performance for each file size tested. The overlaid lines reflects the clients.
From figure 5.1 we can see that OpenAFS achieve the poorest performance on
client2 and the best performance on linux client. On each case the performance
up to files of 16MB is decreasing with increased file size. As you can see on
linux client OpenAFS has its best average performance rate for files of 1 GB.
Its average performance for file sizes between 16 and 512 MB is almost the
same for old, acer and linux client. The client3 makes the exception by showing
a increased average performance rate on files of 256 MB.
Figure 5.2:NFS average read performance. The graph shows the average read
performance for each file size tested. The overlaid lines reflects the clients.
From figure 5.2 we see that NFS has twice as better performance on linux client
than on windows clients. Its performance behavior on windows clients is quite
similar: decreasing rates with increased file sized up to 256 MB. Beyond this
edge the performance remains quite stable, except on client1 that shows a little
bit better average performance on file of 512 MB.
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Figure 5.3:Samba average read performance. The graph shows the average read
performance for each file size tested. The overlaid lines reflects the clients.
Figure 5.3 shows an interesting behavior for Samba performance. It performs
similar on linux client, client3 and client2, with rates between 2000 Kbytes/sec
and 4000 Kbytes/sec. The interesting thing is that it performs much better on
client1, with a rate twice as high for almost all file sizes tested. Unfortunately
due to lack of time this phenomena is not analyzed in this paper. One expla-
nation could maybe be the differences in clients architectures. Client1 has a
memory size of 512 MB, client3 128 MB and linux client 256 MB. Their CPU
speeds differ as well. Even though they all run different OS and are equipped
with different hardware, they do perform almost equally.
Do the other clients run too many background processes requiring a lot of CPU
time leading to CPU performance bottleneck? Client3 is a three - four years
old laptop that hasn’t been used for at least two years. Not before starting on
this performance comparison experiment, when I did a clean install on it and
other than that just the required software for the experiment. So, too many
background process could’n be running on it. Client1 is a two years old laptop
that hasn’t been maintained at all. During these two years I have installed a
lot of software, much of them are even forgotten that they are there. So the
hypothesis could maybe be true. Linux client is a brand new machine running
SuSE9.1. No other software then the required ones, for the experiment, are
installed on it. Thus, the hypothesis has a really low probability to be true
for this client as well. What about paging activity? Or really idle CPU time
waiting for I/O request to finish? Finding answers is not the goal of this paper,
but definitely a recommendation for further work.
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5.2 Performance comparison of OpenAFS, NSF
and Samba on each client
Now that we’ve seen how each filesystem behaves on each client, we are
ready to analyze and compare the performance for each file size on each client.
Figure 5.4:Read performance. The graph shows the read performance for file of 1
MB on client1. The overlaid lines represents the filesystems.
As shown in figure 5.4 NFS and Samba have the same performance rate and
a little bit higher than OpenAFS. While OpenAFS improves its read perfor-
mance compared to its write performance, NFS and Samba have a lower read
performance. For each file size tested, on each client, similar graphs are given
in appendix B. Based on them, we can say that:
• on client1:
– OpenAFS has the lowest total performance for each file size tested.
Unlike its write performance, there are high variations in its read
performance for each file size tested. Hence, the performance is not
stable.
– for file sizes beyond 4 MB NFS has the best performance.
– none of the filesystem performs stable for any of the file sizes tested.
• on client2:
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– Samba has the best total performance for each file size, its perform-
ing rate for files up to 16 MB being on the same scala, while for files
beyond that its performance variations increases with increased file
size.
– OpenAFS shows a stable performance for all file sizes.
– for each file size NFS performs twice as bad as Samba and almost
twice as good as OpenAFS.
• on client3:
– NFS has the best total performance for each file size.
– OpenAFS has the poorest total performance for each file size.
• on linux client :
– NFS performs at least twice as good as both OpenAFS and Samba
for each file size tested.
– Performance rate for both OpenAFS and Samba are quite similar,
except for 1MB file where Samba shows a little bit higher rate
than OpenAFS, and for file of 1 GB where OpenAFS has a better
performance than Samba.
5.3 Summary
As we have seen, both NFS and Samba performed much better than AFS
during the reading test, on windows clients. On client2 Samba’s read perfor-
mance is twice as good as its write performance, and much higher than both





In previous sections we discussed how well OpenAFS, NFS and Samba
performed. Our descriptions were based on observational estimations. In this
chapter we describe how we can make use of statistics to find out the true
measurement value. Due to too much available data, we will be using only one
of our data sets: measurements of openAFS’s write performance on old client
for a file of 4 MB (randomly chosen data set).
6.1 Frequency distribution
The repeated measurements gives us the data set given bellow:
642, 530, 654, 599, 680, 644, 544, 611, 617, 621, 496, 411, 463, 431, 570, 900,
678, 396, 468, 441, 443, 468, 416, 388, 458, 369, 429, 725, 1253, 1326, 848, 481,
586, 756, 1363, 1370, 1193, 826, 521, 469, 727, 980, 1140, 1266, 586, 538, 596,
1290, 1379, 1376, 1384, 1355, 1116, 424, 484, 1193, 1375, 1314, 822, 596, 538,
600, 1216, 1389, 1374, 1364, 946, 524, 492, 513
So far this sample does not tell us anything. What we are interested in, is the
shape of this distribution. Why? If the distribution is symmetrical about its
mean value we can probably state that the true value of the measurements is
actually the mean value. If the distribution is asymmetrical, we need deeper
investigation to find some explanation.
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.Note: The histogram in fig6.1 was created with Microsoft Excel.
Figure6.1 Frequency distribution
As the shape of the distribution shows we deal with a asymmetrical distribu-
tion. Thus, we can say that OpenAFS’s performance for files of 16 MB on old
client changes its performance with a constant probability of unit time.
Note: This paper is not intended for any deeper investigation. It could be in-
teresting finding out an explanation to this behavior and therefor recommended
for further work.
6.2 Uncertainty
When, reporting test results you should also report their measurement un-
certainty. ’The measurement uncertainty of a test is as important as the test
result itself ’ [10].
The fault tree diagram given in figure 6.1 shows different sources of uncertainty.
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Figure 6.1: Uncertainty fault tree
Thus the question we should ask here is how accurate these measurements are.
As we’ve seen our distribution is not a normal distribution. The frequency dis-
tribution shape is bimodal (higher peak at the left and a long tail with a new
high peak on the right). However, ’decades of artificial courses on statistics
have convinced many scientists that the distribution of points about the mean
must follow a Gaussian normal distribution in the limit of large numbers of
measurements ’ [3].













P (χi)= the probability of our expectation for the measurement value to be
distributed about the mean value
σ= the standard deviation of the data set
χi= the value of the ith X in the sample
χ¯= the mean value







with N and ∆gi defined as: N = number of repeated measurements
and
∆gi= error in the measurement, defined by:
∆gi = 〈arithmetic mean of the data〉 − χi (6.2.3)
Note : formulaes used in this section are defined in [3] chapter3.
Now that we have defined all the values, we shall use a randomly chosen value




From the results that mathematica gives us, we can say that the probability
is very low for each of the measurement value. In other words the distribution
of the values measured, in our case, is not due to random error. Finding the




There are many distributed filesystems, each of which is appropriate for a
particular environment. If you just want to begin sharing volumes over a net-
work, NFS is obviously the best choice. On machines running linux, it performs
at a much higher rate than both Samba and OpenAFS. On machines running
windows it performs at an equal rate with Samba’s. Their performance being
higher than OpenAFS’s performance. If you just want your windows users to
be able to access linux shares, than Samba is better than NFS. It performs
as well as NFS on windows, worse on linux machines, but does offer a better
solution to security. If you want to guarantee your users higher availability,
want greater protection from data loss during a crash, and want a transparent,
unified namespace with minimal configuration on a client system, OpenAFS
is the best choice.
OpenAFS was the most difficult and time consuming distributed filesystem
to install; the whole setup process took approximately three weeks, while in-
stalling and setting up NFS and samba required just few of hours.
Two main properties of AFS are security and scalability[17], both of which
complicate system administration even if all future are not fully utilized. Since
OpenAFS uses different semantics than Unix [2], understanding and learning
to maintain OpenAFS requires a system administrator much time. Both NFS
and Samba was much easier to install and the set up processes took only 30
minutes.
Security mechanism in AFS is more significant than security mechanism in
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both NFS and Samba. The authentication mechanism used in AFS, such as
the Kerberos key distribution protocol, introduces a high level of protection to
the system. Also, the ability to encrypt valuable filesystem information during
its transfer over the network makes it a hard target for penetrators[17].
Samba supports stateful servers in a way similar to OpenAFS, while NFS is
a stateless server. Both Samba and OpenAFS keep track of all the client’s
cached and replicated data and maintain consistency among parallel copies.
Local server crashes halt both NFS and Samba. When an OpenAFS file server
crashes, clients can be switched transparently to a different file server under
the same cell, due to its location transparency implementation.
In terms of read performance based on IOzone benchmark, both NFS and
Samba, showed a approximately 25% better read performance than Samba on
both client1 and client3). On client3 Samba showed a read performance twice
as high as NFS for file sizes bellow 256 MB. Above this edge Samba showed
a more then 50% better performance than NFS. OpenAFS had a four times
lower read performance then Samba for each file size tested. On linux client
(SuSE9.1), NFS performed twice as well as both OpenAFS and Samba for all
file sizes. Samba and OpenAFS performed as well as each other, exception for
file of 1 GB where OpenAFS increased its performance.
In terms of write performance based on IOzone benchmark, for linux client the
filesystems performance results are the same as with read performance. Ope-
nAFS has the lowest write performance on all windows clients. Even though
Samba shows a drastically reduced performance from file sizes of 1MB to 4MB,
NFS and Samba performed, for file sizes of 4 MB up to 1 GB, comparably on
all windows clients.
Thus, on windows clients, OpenAFS had the poorest read/write performance;
NFS had a read/write performance equal to that of Samba. On linux client,
NFS is clearly the winner of both read and write performance, while OpenAFS
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Unlike both NFS and Samba, installing OpenAFS on SuSE was a complex
job. Trying to compile the source code was a waist of time. During the this
operation with each error message that was fixed, another error message was
issued. But the whole process was so interesting for the author making her
keep trying for several weeks. It’s not a really smart behavior when you have
a time limit to complete the experiment. Even though the task is supposed to
be possible, the author had to give up and rather install the already compiled
rpm packages. Additionally rpm packages had to be installed before every-
thing going smoothly. Prerequisites libraries are: kernel non-gpl (needed by
OpenAFS client), kerberos5, afs kerberos, pam kerberos5. The server set up
process was too a complicated task to complete. Some guidelines are given
bellow:
• make sure the partition you want to export is either ext2 or ext3. Ope-
nAFS on linux does not work with other file systems.
• your /etc/hosts file must contain the right ip address of your server
• after defining your afs cell, make sure your CellServDB file contains the
server’s ip address and not the loopback address. The author made the
silly mistake not doing so. The consequence was an error message that
wasn’t too easy to understand. Hence, you will be avoiding spending
time on finding out what the error message tries to tell you.
• do NOT forget to set DYNROOT=”yes” in your /etc/sysconfig/afs-
client before installing the client part on the server. This tells OpenAFS
that you install your first afs server. Otherwise AFS will not grant you
any access to the volume, even though you have the right permissions.
Not checking the afs-client file was another mistake the author did. The
consequence: waist of valuable time on trying to understand why I didn’t
have administrator rights on the volume. Foolish mistake when the offi-
cial documentation notifies about this.
• a final error that the author had to deal with, on linux client side, was:
linuxClient:/home/claudia2 # ls -l /afs
fs:’/afs’: Connection timed out
48
A quick search on google lead to finding out how to go any further:
wait for a few hours and see what happens. I’ve waited alright! But
nothing change. The problem was that the /afs root did not have the
right permissions bits. These should be as follows:
afsServer:/home/claudia2 # ls -ld /afs
drwxrwxrwx 2 root root 2048 2005-04-27 00:48 /afs
Lesson learned by the author: read the documentation carefully.
Installing and configuring NFS and Samba was an easy task without any com-
plications.
As mentioned before Microsoft Windows Services for UNIX (SFU) 3.5 is the
NFS client software on windows machines. It allows data sharing in a heteroge-
nous network. Its Client for NFS is easy to install end configure and enables
Windows computers to access resources exported from NFS file servers. It
supports both NFS version 2 and 3. Windows users can access NFS exports
as they would access a Windows share. Using Windows Explorer and Navi-
gating to ”My network places-NFS network-NFS server-share” (fig2.2), NFS
exports can be mapped to drive letters.




The scripts repeats an IOzone standard measurement several times, with 5
minutes interval. The measurement results are directed to a file. The options
to the measurement are:
-s option is the size of the file to be measure
-r is the record size, in Kbytes
-i 0 tells iozone to measure the write performance
-i 1 tells iozone to measure the read performance
-R option generates an Excel report









#the script parses the output file from IOzone
#and writes the read/write measurement rate to
#two different files. One that can be used with
#mathematica and another one for use with Microsof
#Excel. The graphs shwon in appendix B and C are
#generated with Mathematica. The average and standard
#deviation tables shwon in appendix E are generated
#with Microsoft Excel.
$teller = 0;
open (FIL, "./AFS1GLinux.txt") or
die "cant open file /AFS1GLinux.txt\n";
open (WRITER, ">>afsWriterLinux.txt") or die \\
"cant open file afsWriterLinux.txt\n";
open (WRITER1, ">>afsWriterExcelLinux.txt") or die \\
"cant open file afsWriterExcelLinux\n";
open (READER, ">>afsReaderLinux.txt") or die \\
"cant open file afsReaderLinux.txt\n";
open (READER1, ">>afsReaderExcelLinux.txt") or die \\
"cant open file afsReaderExcelLinux\n";
while($line = <FIL>)
{
if($line =~ /^"Writer report"/)
{
$line1 = <FIL>; #reads a line of no interrest
#line containing the files size and Mbps value
$line1 = <FIL>;
@array = split(" ",$line1); #splits the line



















































Single line read performance graphs
















Single line read performance graphs

















Table 1. Average and standard deviation write performance results on client1
Table 2. Average and standard deviation write performance results on client2
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Table 3. Average and standard deviation write performance results on client3
Table 4. Average and standard deviation write performance results on linux client
Table 5. Read performance results on client1
Table 6. Read performance results on client2
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Table 8. Read performance results on client3




Samba’s Raw performance measurements data on linux client for 1
Gbyte file
The output that IOzone generates for one measurement is given
bellow.
Iozone: Performance Test of File I/O
Version $Revision: 3.239 $
Compiled for 32 bit mode.
Build: linux
Contributors:William Norcott, Don Capps, Isom Crawford, Kirby Collins
Al Slater, Scott Rhine, Mike Wisner, Ken Goss
Steve Landherr, Brad Smith, Mark Kelly, Dr. Alain CYR,
Randy Dunlap, Mark Montague, Dan Million,
Jean-Marc Zucconi, Jeff Blomberg,
Erik Habbinga, Kris Strecker, Walter Wong.
Run began: Wed Apr 13 07:06:49 2005
File size set to 1048576 KB
Record Size 4 KB
Excel chart generation enabled
Auto Mode
Include close in write timing
Command line used: /opt/iozone/bin/iozone -f ./iozone.tmp -s 1G -r 4k -i 0 -i 1 -Rac
Output is in Kbytes/sec
Time Resolution = 0.000001 seconds.
Processor cache size set to 1024 Kbytes.
Processor cache line size set to 32 bytes.
File stride size set to 17 * record size.
random random bkwd record stride
KB reclen write rewrite read reread read write read rewrite read fwrite frewrite fread freread
1048576 4 2225 1753 1953 1661
iozone test complete.
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Behandlet performance measurements data on linux client for 1
Gbyte file
write and read measurements values obtained by running genFiles.pl
script (appendix B)
write measurements values
{0,2225},{1,1709},{2,1772},{3,2021},{4,1865},{5,1897},{6,1898},{7,1901},{8,1975},
{9,1843},{10,2290},{11,2180},{12,1822},{13,1644},{14,2226},{15,2313},{16,2368},
{17,1711},{18,1829},{19,1989},{20,2014},{21,2048},{22,1847},{23,1868},{24,1955},
{25,1801},{26,1827},{27,1761},{28,2212},{29,2305},{30,1806},{31,2566},{32,2443},
{33,2455},{34,2702},{35,2751},{36,2664},{37,2722},{38,2623},{39,2579},{40,2461},
{41,2519},{42,2653},{43,2684},{44,2809},{45,2662},{46,2743},{47,2701},{48,2561},
{49,2447},{50,2555},{51,2745},{52,2777},{53,2834},{54,2716},{55,2608},{56,2693},
{57,2818},{58,2856},{59,3105},{60,3394},
read measurements values
{1,1953},{2,1741},{3,1549},{4,1923},{5,1573},{6,1737},{7,1444},{8,1614},{9,1861},
{10,2001},{11,1996},{12,1493},{13,1416},{14,1587},{15,1607},{16,1668},{17,1438},
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{18,1504},{19,1487},{20,1434},{21,1674},{22,1905},{23,1958},{24,1559},{25,1703},
{26,1490},{27,1480},{28,1752},{29,1813},{30,1598},{31,2285},{32,2311},{33,2072},
{34,2560},{35,2435},{36,2375},{37,2306},{38,2616},{39,2511},{40,2340},{41,2343},
{42,2480},{43,2420},{44,2522},{45,2472},{46,2439},{47,2197},{48,2215},{49,2257},
{50,2322},{51,2727},{52,2489},{53,2673},{54,2653},{55,2510},{56,2365},{57,2383},
{58,2366},{59,2529},{60,3445},
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